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Abstract Subscripts

New physical aspects have been introduced in pre- c cathode
vious hollow cathode modeling. In contrast to the as- electronse electrons
sumption of thermal equilibrium between the cathode h heavy particles
wall and the heavy particles in the internal plasma col- ions
umn, the gas temperature is determined by a balance
of electron heating (of plasma ions) and heavy parti- q time r energy equipartition
cle heat conduction. This results in significantly higher
heavy particle temperature near the center line com-
pared to the cathode wall. Theoretical predictions of
hollow cathode discharge are compared to recent exper-
imental data. In addition, some analyses are presented I. Introduction
to explain the consistency of the measured plasma con-
ditions. ditions. The integration of hollow cathode technology in plasma

thrusters has intensified the need for adequate design of
Noe this device in high current regimes. Because of the diffi-

cult, sometimes unfeasible, experimental diagnostics at
these high current levels, it is crucial to acquire theo-
retical understanding of hollow cathode operation. The

e electron charge, 1.602 x 10-l9coul latter is implemented to establish engineering guidelines

k Boltzman's constant, 1.381 x 10-2J/K that allow analysis of hollow cathode discharge, in order

m particle mass, kg to define the optimal conditions and determine possible

M Atomic mass, a.u. limitations under desired operation. Theoretical solu-

n particle number density tions are also preferred because they can save cost in,

Q cross section, m2  otherwise, expensive experimental studies.

r radial coordinate, m
R cathode inner Radiu, m The hollow cathode has been the focus of numer-

t characteristic time, m ous theoretical efforts aimed at the understanding of the

T temperature, K physical processes describing both internal plasma col-

S axial coordinate, m umn and the overall cathode operation'- 4 . Because of

Z particle number of charges the challenging nature of the problem, only some phys-
S thermal conductivity, W/K - m ical aspects were dealt with. A more general model was

A mean free path, m developed' in an attempt to establish a theoretical tool
nA Coulomb logarithm that could be applied to study and design hollow cath-

v, electron-ion collision frequency, ,-z odes under various operating conditions. The particular

S electric conductivity, (f - m)- 1  intent has been to cast the model in term of controllable
parameters such as, current, mass flow rate, propellant
and geometry, without reliance on experimental data

'Graduate Student and Research Asociae, Department or formulas. In light of recent experimental work 6 , this
of Aeronautical & Astronautical Engineermg, Student Member theoretical model has been subject to validation and far-AIAA. ter improvements. This paper presents the new ana

tProfessor, Department of Aeronautica & Astronautical En- her improvemens. This paper psents the new ana
gineering, Senior Research Scientist, USAF Phillip Laboratory, yses introduced and demonstrates the capability of the
Member AIAA. theoretical model.
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II. Basic Model 1 d (, T - (T-dd = -n,_(1)

r dr \ dr t .
The cathode geometry considered for the study of

hollow cathode arc discharge is a cylindrical cavity with
a small orifice5 . In such configuration, the energy losses where t,,, the time for energy equipartition, is given by:
associated with radiation, positive ions and excited atoms
are substantially reduced. Therefore, the cathode fall is
expected to be reduced while large currents can still be
carried by the discharge. This geometry also allows for q = 5.87 x 106  ( T. +  -\ 3 (2)
reasonable boundary conditions vital to the solution of n,ZZlnA \M Mi,
this problem. The theoretical approach includes two-
dimensional variation in plasma potential with uniform
particle temperatures and densities. The gas tempera- An approximate formula for the thermal conductivity c
ture (i.e., heavy particle temperature) is assumed to be of the heavy particles, for partially ionized gas, could be
equal to the wall temperature. 1' One particular aspect derived based on the mean-free-path concept as12 :
of this formulation is the specification of an adiabatic
wall. This condition reflects a special interest in high '/
power density operation in which the principal cooling = 15 h (8kT \ (3)
mechanism of the surface is thermionic electron emis- 8 \ mh-
sion and radiation. The basic model takes into account
the Ohmic heating due to a resistive plasma. To a first
approximation the conductivity of the plasma is consid- where Ah represents the heavy particles mean free path
ered to be that of a fully ionized gas. This assumption is defined by:
reasonably justified due to the fact that hollow cathode
can sustain highly ionized discharges.7' 8 Finally, in line
with the nearly closed geometry of the problem, plasma = (4)
composition is determined by a two-temperature Saha V nhQh.
equation. 9'10 The set of algebraic equations governing
power balance within the hollow cathode and the dou-
ble sheath at the emitting surface are solved to obtain Here, Qhh is the average heavy particle cross section in-
the dependence of various characteristics on terminal cluding neutral-neutral, neutral-ions and ions-ions col-

parameters such as, discharge current, mass flow rate, lisions. It is important to point out that for weakly
gas properties, material work function and geometry. ionized gas, conduction i dominated by neutral-neutral

collisions.

The heavy particle temperature is determined by
solving equation 1 numerically in conjunction with the

III. Radial variation of the gas temperature following boundary conditions:

Recent experimental measurements 6 of the gas tem- T = T a r =R (5)
perature along the cathode center line indicate that the dT 0 r
heavy particle temperature is higher than that of the dr
wall. Consideration of the thermal conductivity for the
conditions indicated by the basic model suggests that
the electron temperature is rather uniform in the main
body of the cathode plasma (i.e., away from the high
density at the orifice). (see Section V) The heavy par- The electron and ion particle densities are deter-
ticle thermal conductivity, however, is dominated by mined from the total particle density with the condi-
atom-atom collisions and allows a significant tempera- tion of uniform (total) pressure and the assumption of
ture gradient between the cathode wall and center line. uniform degree of ionization based on the electron tem-
The heavy particle temperature distribution can be esti- perature. In view of the simplicity of the formulation, no
mated by balancing electron collisional heating" of ions attempt has been made to iterate this first order correc-
with heavy particle heat conduction in the radial direc- tion for the heavy particle temperature and density with
tion; It is assumed here that the ions immediately come the zero order model for the basic plasma conditions.
to a thermal equilibrium with the neutral atoms. Hence,

2
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IV. Results The internal plasma column was observed in the ex-

periment to extend over two-insert diameters. Within
this length the plasma density varied from 1012 to 101cm- 3 .

In order to determine the validity of the theoretical Agreements of the theoretical predictions are realized in

model, it is necessary to make a comparison between the upper limit (figures 10 and 11. This is related to the

the theoretical predictions and the experimental mea- fact that the theory does not allow for density variation

surements of the plasma conditions and wall tempera- within the internal plasma column. On the other hand,

ture under identical operating conditions6 . Therefore, the prediction of the maximum plasma density inside

the plasma properties and cathode surface temperature the hollow cathode is important to define the state of

were plotted against the operating conditions (discharge the plasma before leaving the cathode.

current, mass flow rate, propellant and cathode geome-
try). The calculated electron temperature is compared to

the one experimentally predicted using electrostatic probe

Cathode temperature and spectroscopic diagnostics (figures 12 and 13). Sat-
isfactory agreements are realized with the spectroscopic
measurements. On the other hand, the substantial vari-

The external surface temperature is compared to then te er ( aration of the electron temperature (0.6-2.0 eV for argoncalculated insert temperature. Since the insert work an r i e
and 0.6-1.6 eV for xenon), determined from the elec-function has been reported by Forman" to vary in the e or enon ete e rm the ele-

. trostatic probe measurements along the cathode cen-range 1.8 - 2.0 eV, these two limits were used to predict r r
ter line, prevents a direct comparison. Measurementsthe wall temperature. In figures 1 and 2 , in addition te ne, reents a ect co ason. esrements
based on line ratios can be subject to misinterpreta-to the measured tip temperature, the calculated tem- n of e v " 15
tion of electron vs "configuration" temperatures." Itperature is plotted against the discharge current for twod tt te is it
has been suggested that there is insufficient residencedifferent values of the material work function. These restie
time of atoms in the cathode to allow even restrictedfigures indicate that the present model prediction of the Tis wil rst in hi r
LTE to be established." This will result in higher elec-cathode temperature coincides with the cathode tip tem-patoe ( temperature oincides with the a thode tip teo- tron temperature values than the present model predic-

.pe e ( m t. Te a t tions, which will bring the theory to a closer agreement
tamed in all cases, supports the assumption that thermionic w t .

with the experiment.
(vs photo-) emission is the most important surface elec-
tron emission mechanism.

Cathode internal pressure

V. Axial variation of electron temperature
The cathode internal pressure is one of the important

parameters that describes the contributions of the oper-
ating conditions in establishing the final state of the in- The variation of the electron temperature in the ax-
ternal plasma column. Figures 3-6 show that for a given ial direction may be explained by the Ohmic heating in
flow rate, propellant and cathode geometry the internal the plasma. Furthermore, due to the rapid increase of
pressure increases with the discharge current. This be- the current density towards the orifice, substantial vari-
havior could be explained by the increase in the heavy ation in electron temperature could be expected. In an
particle temperature with discharge current, which then attempt to verify the consistency of the experimental re-
requires higher pressure for mass flow through a choked sults, the axial distribution of the electron temperature
orifice. The agreement obtained between the computed is estimated by the following heat equation:
and measured pressure provides confidence in the theo-
retical prediction of the gas temperature (figure 7).

TL dx\ - -/o (7)
Plasma conditions d ' dC z = ()

In the experimental investigation the plasma poten- .In the experimental investigation the plasma poten- Both thermal and electrical conductivities are evaluatedtial was estimated based on the measured floating po- based on classical formulation for fully ionized gases11
tential and electron temperature 14. The results are com- based on classical formulation for fully ionized gases"

pared to the calculated plasma potential for similar op- Hece,

erating conditions in figures 8 and 9. Agreement is ob-
tained for discharge currents higher that 3 A. It is im- nk2T,
portant to point out that low currents as well as low "e = 3.203 eT (8)
mass flow rates tend to induce an instable discharge that mV ci

manifests itself in higher discharge voltages.

3
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Figure 1: Effect of discharge current on cathode sur-
face temperature (comparison between theory and ex- Figure 3: Efect of discharge current on cathode internal
periment, argon, r = 0.93 A eq., d. = 1.27 mm). pressure (comparison between theory and experiment,

argon, m = 0.93 A eq., d, = 0.76 mm).
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Figure 2: Effect of discharge current on cathode sur-
face temperature (comparison between theory and ex. Figure 4: Effect of discharge current on cathode internal
periment, xenon, rh = 0.93 A eq., do = 1.21 mm). pressure (comparison between theory and experiment,

argon, m = 0.5 A eq., d. = 0.76 mm).
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Figure 5: Effect of discharge current on cathode internal
pressure (comparison between theory and experiment, Figure 7: Theoretical prediction of the radial distribu-
xenon, rh = 0.93 A eq., d, = 1.21 mm). tion of the heavy particles temperature (argon, r =

0.5 A eq., d, = 0.76 mm, R = 1.9 mm.
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Figure 6: Effect of discharge current on cathode internal
pressure (comparison between theory and experiment, Figure 8: Effect of discharge current on plasma poten-
xenon, rm = 0.5 A eq., d. = 1.21 mm). tial (comparison between theory and experiment, argon,

ri = 0.5 A eq., d, = 1.21 mm).
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Figure 9: Effect of discharge current on plasma poten-
tial (comparison between theory and experiment, xenon, Figure 11: Effect of discharge current on electron num-
r = 0.5 A eq., d, = 1.21 mm). ber density (comparison between theory and experi-

ment, xenon, rh = 0.5 A eq., d, = 1.21 mm).
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Figure 10: Effect of discharge current on electron num-
ber density (comparison between theory and experi- Figure 12: Effect of discharge current on electron tem-
ment, argon, rh = 0.5 A eq., d. = 1.21 mm). perature (comparison between theory and spectroscopy,

argon, rh = 0.93 A eq., d. = 0.76 mm).
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Figure 13: Effect of discharge current on electron tern- Figure 14: Theoretical prediction of the axial distribu-
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